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Abstract  
This thesis deals with the creating, visualization and processing data in a military 
environment. The task is to design and implement a system that enables the creation, 
visualization and processing ESM data. The result of this work is a ESMBD application that 
allows using a classical approach, which is a relational database, and BigData technologies 
for data storage and manipulation. The comparison of data processing speed while using the 
classic approach (Postgres database) and BigData technologies (Cassandra databases and 
Hadoop) has been carried out as well. 
Abstrakt  
Diplomová práce se zabývá generováním, vizualizací a zpracování dat ve vojenském 
prostředí. Cílem práce je navrhnout a implementovat systém umožnující vytvoření, 
vizualizace a zpracování ESM dat. Výstupem teto práce je aplikace ESMBD, která umožňuje 
využití klasického přístupu, což je relační databáze, a BigData technologií pro uložení 
manipulace s daty. Bylo provedeno srovnání rychlosti zpracování dat pří využití klasického 
přístupu (Postgres databáze) a BigData technologií (Cassandra databáze a Hadoop). 
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Rozšířený abstract 
S ohledem na různorodost dat, které mohou být jak strukturované a nestrukturované, relační 
databáze při jejich uložení a zpracování již nejsou tak efektivní. Takové data můžou spadat do 
výše uvedené databáze současně v obrovském množství, s čím se v dnešní době nemůže 
vyrovnat poměrně rychle a kvalitně. Výsledkem čehož bylo vynalezeno pojem BigData, který 
popisuje nejen obrovské množství dat, ale taky způsob jejich efektivního zpracování. Úvod 
diplomové práce popisuje nejen důvody důležitosti a efektivnosti využití BigData technologii 
při zpracování velkého množství dat, a i způsob a efektivita využití BigData ve vojenském 
prostoru. 
První část teto práce popisuje vztah mezí BigData a nejvýznamnějšími technologiemi 
spojené s tímto pojmem. Největší pozornost si zaslouží MapReduce algoritmus, který je 
implementovaný v Apache Hadoop, a NoSQL databáze, které jsou efektivnější pro velké a 
různorodé data v porovnání s klasickými relačními databázemi. 
Druhá část obsahuje informaci o typech dat ve vojenském prostoru. V rámci této práci 
pro zkoumání z velkého počtu různých zdrojů vojenských dat bylo dano přednost ESM 
(Electronic Support Measures). ESM jsou data, přijaté z různých senzorů pomoci pasivního 
naslouchání elektromagnetického záření vojenského zájmu. 
Třetí část je věnovaná návrhu aplikace EMSBD, která byla vyvíjená pro efektivní 
zpracování dat ESM. Tato část obsahuje rozšířenou informace o způsobech použití aplikace, 
diagram databáze, use-case diagram a workflow diagram. 
Čtvrtá část diplomové práce popisuje způsoby implementace vyvíjené aplikace 
ESMBD a technologie které byly na to používané. Táto část taky obsahuje informaci o 
topologie, která musí být nastavená pro správné fungování aplikace a způsob nastavení takové 
topologie pro ní. 
 Pátá část představuje výsledky provedeného testování s hodnocením rychlosti 
zpracování dat, a s porovnáním výsledků při jejich zpracování při pomoci relační databáze 
(Postgres databáze) a BigData technologie (Cassandra databáze a Hadoop). 
 Závěr diplomové práce obsahuje závěrečné výsledky výzkumu možnosti více 
efektivního použití BigData technologií ve vojenském prostředí v porovnání s klasickým 
přístupem. Taky jsou popsané návrhy a doporučení další možné zlepšení aplikaci ESMBD a 
rozšíření tématu teto práce. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 With the increasing of amount of data, new technologies, techniques and programming 
paradigms have been developed in order to handle those data fast, risk-free and consistently. 
All those techniques and paradigms are what the term BigData, which describes not only huge 
amount of data, but also about methods of processing them. Main technologies of BigData are 
NoSQL databases and algorithms for distributed parallel computing for example as 
MapReduce algorithm, where main advantage of NoSQL databases over classical relational 
database is their ability to store huge amounts of structured and unstructured data. 
1.1. MOTIVATION 
 Nowadays, for storing data in systems of electronic warfare, obtained from the 
military environment, relational databases are being used. But this approach for working with 
such data is not perfect, because in military environment for obtaining such data different 
sensors could be used. Such sensors could provide data about different signals, positions of 
objects in the terrain images and even images from the battlefield. Also, sensors that have 
same task (for example getting information about captured signals) can store data in different 
structure, which means that such data could be unstructured, and that could be a problem 
while using relational databases. Analyst, working with such system, requires possibility to 
process such data (for example to get position of the transmitter based on received signals 
using triangulation or trilateration). And such processing must be done fast, as it can have 
great importance during the electronic warfare. MapReduce algorithm helps to accelerate time 
of computing by running it on several computers in parallel.  In the scope of this project, data 
from the military environment means ESM (Electronic Surveillance Measures) sensor data, 
which are signals captured by platforms and data are processed to obtain histogram of those 
signals (evaluation of signals). Creating application that could not only generate data from 
military environment, but also work with both approaches (using classical relation databases 
approach and BigData technologies) could help to solve such problem and demonstrate, that 
usage of BigData technologies could bring substantial improvements. 
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1.2. OBJECTIVE AND STRUCTURE OF THE WORK 
 This thesis completes two main objectives. The first one is to create application, that 
allows analytics from electronic warfare to generate data obtained by sensors and to show 
such data on map. Other objective of this work is to approve, that using BigData technologies 
could bring better results with huge amounts of data from military environment.  
 Work on the achieving the set goals was conducted in the following manner. The first 
part describes the relationship between BigData and most important technologies associated 
with this notion. NoSQL databases, Cassandra and Hadoop were studied in this section. The 
second part contains information about different data types in a military environment. The 
third part is devoted to the design of the application EMSBD. Third section also includes use 
case diagram features of the application and databases design. The fourth part of thesis 
describes how the application ESMBD was implemented and topology, which must be set for 
the proper functioning of the application. The fifth section presents the results of the testing of 
the performance while using Postgres agains Cassandra 
 The final section of this work contains research results for more effective use of 
BigData technologies in military environment compared to the traditional approach. The final 
part also includes suggestions and recommendations for further improvement of the 
application ESMBD. 
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2. BIG DATA 
  Big Data is a term that describes the large volume of data — both structured and 
unstructured. Even the fact that this term is relatively new,  gathering and storing large 
amounts of information for eventual analysis is ages old. Big Data is not only about huge 
amount of data, but what is more important, it is what could be done with this data (by a 
company, organization, or even a single user, for example). There are a lot of descriptions of 
how data should look like for them to be an actual Big Data, but as for me, the most correct 
way of defining Big Data was articulated by Doug Laney in early 2000s. He describes 
BigData as a set of three definitions (or three Vs) [5]: 
• Volume: organizations collect data from a variety of sources, including business 
transactions, social media and information from sensor or machine-to-machine data. In 
the past, storing it would’ve been a problem — but new technologies (such as Hadoop) 
have eased the burden. 
• Velocity: data streams in at an unprecedented speed and must be dealt with in a timely 
manner. RFID tags, sensors and smart metering are driving the need to deal with torrents 
of data in near-real time. 
• Variety: data comes in all types of formats — from structured, numeric data in traditional 
databases to unstructured text documents, email, video, audio, stock ticker data and 
financial transactions. 
 As was described earlier, Big Data is not only about huge amount of data, but mainly 
about what to do with these data, how to handle them, and how to get result those are really 
important. Here is a simple example: http://www.ancestry.com — is a Big Data driven 
company. They provide information about all possible relative person could have — alive and 
dead. Engine of that system relies on searching over all possible information — old scanned 
documents, social networks and  many other sources to find information that is somehow 
connected to that exact person, and then represent those results to customers. This is the Big 
Data in action. 
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2.1. BIG DATA PRINCIPLES 
 Based on the definition of Big Data the basic principles of working with the following 
data are [3]: 
• Horizontal scalability: because any amount of data could be needed to handle, any system 
that involves processing of large data should be expandable. If amount of data is increased 
by 2 times, the amount of nodes in the cluster to work increased by 2 times and should 
continue to work stable. 
• Fault-Tolerance: the principle of horizontal scalability means that it can be a lot of 
machines in a cluster. For example, Hadoop-cluster Yahoo has more than 42,000 nodes, 
which means that some of these machines will be guaranteed to fail. Methods of working 
with big data should count with the possibility of that failures and take care of them 
without any significant consequences. 
• The locality of data: in large distributed systems, data is distributed over a large number 
of nodes. If the data is physically located on one server and processed at the other one, the 
cost of data transfer may exceed the cost of processing itself. Therefore, one of the most 
important design principles BigData-making is the principle of locality of data, which 
means the ability to process the data on the same machine on which they are stored. 
 All modern systems that work with Big Data follows these three principles. To follow 
them, new techniques, methods and software development paradigms of data development 
were invented. Fundamentals of those techniques and methods are MapReduce (implemented, 
for example, in Apache Hadoop) and NoSQL databases (to work with and process those huge 
amounts of data, which classic relation databases could hardly handle). These techniques and 
systems would be described in details in the following chapters. 
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2.2. NOSQL DATABASES 
 Nowadays there are massive amounts of data of the internet. In order to deal with 
those amounts, alternative databases have been developed. They deal with the scaling and 
performance issues of the existing systems — relational databases, when it comes to big 
amount of data.  
 Originally, NoSQL stood for “Non-SQL” [24], which means that they provide a 
mechanism for storage and retrieval of data in other way, then the tabular relations used in 
relational database. But now NoSQL stands for “Not only SQL”, which means that they also 
can provide some query language, syntax of which is common with SQL, but still, under the 
hood, it works differently from relational databases with their SQL. NoSQL databases do not 
support database joins. They store data differently and using several distributed servers 
together as one. Mostly, they don’t have ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) 
support to make transactions faster and easier to scale. NoSQL databases usually do not have 
schema, and they come with looser consistency models than traditional relational databases 
do. 
 To summarize, the main characteristics of NoSQL databases are : 
1. They don’t use SQL. Which means they don’t use ANSI SQL DML, because as was 
described before, they use its own query languages, which are similar to SQL. 
2. Structure is schema-less. NoSQL databases, unlikely the relational data structure, are not 
regulated. What means, that in a single line or document, you can add any field without 
changing the structure table. Thus, if there is a need to change the data model, the only 
thing that has to be done is to change the application code. 
3. Usage of aggregates to represented data. Unlike the relational model, which retains the 
essence of the logic of business applications in a variety of physical table to normalize, 
NoSQL storage operate with these entities with both the integrity of the object. Example 
is show on image №1: “Relational databases approach vs aggregates”. 
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Image №1 — Relational databases approach vs aggregates 
4. Has weak ACID properties.  All relational databases provide some level of isolation .With 
the advent of huge amounts of information it became clear that provide them with a set of 
transactional operations on the one hand and to obtain high availability and fast response 
time on the other is impossible.With proper design of the data model in a NoSQL 
database you can achieve the same level of insulation when you change a record, as in a 
relational database. 
5. Shared nothing (distributed systems without shared resources). This means the horizontal 
scaling, when several independent servers connected by a fast network and each handles 
only part of the data or only a portion of requests to read the update. In this architecture, 
to increase the storage capacity, only new server to the cluster must be added. Main 
properties of the distributed NoSQL databases: 
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• Replication — copy data to the other nodes on update. Allows to achieve greater 
scalability and increase the availability and integrity of data integrity. Two types of 
replication: 
 1. Master-slave: 
Image №2 — Master-slave replication 
 2. Peer-to-peer: 
Image №3 — Peer-to-peer replication 
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• Sharding — distribution of data across the nodes: 
Image №4 — Sharding property 
 Wide variety of different implementations of NoSQL databases exists. Here are some 
examples of it, which are mainly used: 
• Key/Value — handles associative arrays  (a dictionary or hash). Dictionaries contain a 
collection of records (objects), which in turn have many different fields within them, 
each containing data. Records are stored and retrieved using a uniquely  key that 
identifies the record. That key is used to quickly find the data inside the database. 
Examples: Cassandra, Redis, AeroSpike 
• Document Store —  document store or document-oriented database. Designed for 
retrieving, storing and managing document-oriented information. Those data are semi-
structured. Document Store database is a subclass of the key-value databases. The 
difference between them is in the way the data is processed — document-oriented 
database system relies on internal structure in the document order to extract metadata 
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that the database engine uses for further optimization.                                                      
Example: MongoDB 
• Wide-Column — instead of using sections of rows of data, as most relational DBMSs 
do, wide-column databases stores data tables as sections of columns. Those databases 
are suitable when it comes to handling large numbers of similar data items.     
Examples: HBase, Cassandra 
• Graph  — based on graph theory. Graph databases employ nodes, properties, and edges.  
Nodes represent entities. Properties are pertinent information that are related to nodes. 
Nodes are connected (or node and property) by the lines. Those lines are storing the 
moist important information.                                                                                  
Example: Neo4J. 
  
2.3. MAP-REDUCE ALGORITHM 
 MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing 
and generating large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. Workflow of 
MapReduce in Hadoop is show on Image 2 “Workflow of MapReduce”. Every MapReduce 
job consists of two steps [25]:  
1. Map — performed in parallel and, if possible, locally on each data. Instead of 
sending terabytes of data to application, small application, defined by the user, is 
being copied on data nodes together with data.  That application performs any 
action on that data, that does not involve shuffling of data. The map function takes 
a series of key/value pairs, processes each, and generates zero or more output key/
value pairs. The input and output types of the map can be (and often are) different 
from each other. 
2. Reduce — the framework calls the application's reduce function once for each 
unique key in the sorted order. Reduce function can iterate through the values that 
are associated with that key and produce zero or more outputs. 
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 Under the hood, there are is one more important operation is being performed between 
Map and Reduce procedures — Combine function.  Combine is doing the same operation as 
reduce, but on local data blocks. For example, there are 10 terabytes of logs of the mail server 
that have to be analyzed and the error message has to be extracted from there. The rows are 
independent from each other, so they can be passed for parsing onto the map operation. Then 
with the help of filter, strings with an error could be combined on the single server, and then 
the Reduce function can be used on all the data, and then the Reduce function can be used to 
do the same at all the data. In that way all the operations and parsing would be parallelized 
and also the data, being transferred between servers would be minimized. And even if some 
task for some reason falls, Hadoop automatically restart it by lifting the disc intermediate 
results. Workflow of MapReduce is illustrated on image №5: “Workflow of MapReduce” 
which is downloaded from source [12]. 
&  
Image №5 — Workflow of MapReduce [12] 
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2.4. BIG DATA TECHNOLOGIES 
 Big data could give more accurate analysis results,  which may positively affect 
operational efficiencies, costs and decision-making results, just as reduced risks for business. 
But in order to gain all of these benefits, the another infrastructure, which can process and 
manage huge amount of structured, unstructured data and with a high level of privacy and 
security, will be required. While looking into the technologies that handle big data, we 
examine the following two classes of technology [13].  
 Operational Big Data 
 Operations BigData technologies are design to provide operational capabilities for 
real-time, interactive workloads where data is captured and saved. NoSQL Big Data systems 
are designed to take benefits of new cloud computing architectures that have emerged over 
the past decade. This allows massive computations to be run inexpensively and efficiently. 
Such features makes operational big data workloads much easier to handle, cheaper, and 
faster to create. Some NoSQL systems provide insights into patterns and trends based on real-
time data with minimal coding and without the need for data scientists and additional 
infrastructure. 
 Analytical Big Data 
 This includes systems like Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) database systems and 
MapReduce that provide analytical capabilities for retrospective and complex analysis that 
may touch most or all of the data. MapReduce provides a new method of analyzing data that 
is complementary to the capabilities provided by SQL, and a system based on MapReduce 
that can be scaled up from one to thousands of servers. 
 Those two technologies complete each other and usually used together to get better 
results. In the table №1: “Operational data vs Analytical data” the comparison between most 
significant parameters of technologies is provided. 
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Table №1 — Operational data vs Analytical data [13] 
2.3.1. Apache Hadoop 
 Apache Hadoop - project from Apache Software Foundation [10]. It is a freely 
distributed set of utilities, libraries and frameworks for developing and performing distributed 
programs, which are working on clusters composed of huge amount of nodes (hundreds or 
thousands of nodes). Hadoop was designed on Java within the computing paradigm called 
MapReduce, which separates application to simple tasks which would be performed on 
cluster’s nodes later and finally gathered to the final result.  
 The main part of Hadoop is HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). In simple, 
HDFS is a normal file system, but bigger. The file system is composed of tables of files 
descriptors and data area. In HDFS, instead of table, the special server in used. This host 
server is called NameNode and data are scattered on data servers (DataNode), what is 
illustrated on image №6: “Architecture of HDFS”. 
Operational Analytical
Latency 1 ms - 100 ms 1 min - 100 min
Concurrency 1000 - 100000 1 - 10
Access pattern Read and write Reads
Queries Selective Unselective
Data scope Operational Retrospective
End user Customer Data scientist
Technology NoSQL MapReduce, MPP Database
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Image №6 — Architecture of HDFS 
 Data on the node is separated on blocks (usually 64Mb or 128Mb each). NameNode 
stores path, list of blocks and replicas for every file. HDFS has classic unix-type tree 
directories structure, users with triplets of rules and list of similar console commands:  
Image №7 — Commands in HDFS 
 HDFS is very secure.  Even if somehow, most nodes of cluster would be unavailable, 
even destroyed, only small amount of data would be forever lost. Also, NameNode could 
reveal location of data blocks on data nodes. If the application has correct architecture, 
information about the location of data blocks would allow to launch computing process on 
them and perform most of computations locally, without transferring them across the network. 
This idea underlies the MapReduce paradigm and its specific implementation in Hadoop. 
 Classic configuration of Hadoop cluster is composed of one NameNode, one master 
MapReduce (TaskTracker) and a set of working machines. On each of that machine, 
DataNode and TaskTracker are working synchronously.  The problem is that most of the real 
problems are hard to fit inside one MapReduce cycle. In most cases, parallel and serial 
operations would be done one after another, shuffled several times in order to get the desired 
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# Show root directory: locally and on HDFS 
ls 
hadoop fs -ls 
# Show size of directory  
du -sh /foo/bar 
hadoop fs -du -s -h /foo/bar
result. Standard MapReduce is designed so that all results, both finite and intermediate, are 
being written to the disk. In consequence of that, the time of reading and writing to the disk, 
multiplied by the number of times that it has to be done to solve that problem, usually exceeds 
the calculation time of that problem itself in many times. The Spark project was designed to 
solve that problem. It uses the idea of local data, but makes most calculations in memory 
instead of disk. The key concept in Spark is a RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset) — a 
pointer to the distributed lazily distributed data collection. Most of the operations of the RDD 
does not lead to any calculations, but only creates another wrapper, promising to perform 
operations only when they are needed. In the code on the image 8: “Handling server log in 
Spark”, the real calculation will be made only on the last line: Spark sees the need to 
materialize the results, and this begins to apply to these operations. 
Image 8: Handling server log in Spark 
  At the same time there are no intermediate stages — each line rises in memory, 
parsed, checked for an error flag in the message and, if such indication is, immediately written 
to disk. This model proved to be so efficient and convenient that projects from the Hadoop 
ecosystem, one after another began to transfer their calculations on the Spark. 
 Nowadays Hadoop is being used in such companies like a Facebook, Yahoo!, 
LinkedIn and so on to manipulate with huge amount of data they operate with. It enables 
businesses to run applications on big amount of nodes, involving thousands of terabytes of 
data. Hadoop is a highly scalable, flexible and fast storage platform. It can store and distribute 
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# Create Spark Context 
SparkContext sc = new SparkContext(); 
# Create pointer on data 
JavaRDD<String> rdd = sc.textFile(“log.txt") 
rdd.map(parse_line)                            # Parse lines and transform to normal format, 
      .filter(contains_error)                      # filter for results without errors, 
      .saveAsTextFile("/path/to/result")    # save data to the disc.
very large data sets across hundreds of servers that operate in parallel, unlike traditional 
relational database systems that can’t be scaled to process large amounts of data.  
 Hadoop will be used in this semestral project as an architecture for NoSQL database to 
manipulate with big amount of data. I believe, that in cooperation with Apache Cassandra, it 
will bring great performance, speed and security results in operating with big amounts of data, 
obtained from military sensors environment and will produce better result in comparison with 
standard relation database approach. 
  
2.3.2. Apache Cassandra 
 Apache Cassandra is free distributed, high performance, extremely scalable, fault 
tolerant (with no single point of failure), eventually consistent, structured key-value database 
management system [11].  It is designed to manipulate with big amounts of data distributed 
across many servers. Cassandra can serve as both real-time datastore (the “system of record”) 
for online/transactional applications, and as a read-intensive database for business intelligence 
systems. It brings support for clusters that covers several data centers and has an 
asynchronous masterless replication, which positively affects low-latency operations. It was 
designed with the understanding that system/hardware failures can and do occur. Main 
features of Apache Cassandra:  
• Support of MapReduce: has Hadoop integration. 
• Decentralized: every node in the cluster has the same role. There is no single point of 
failure. Data is distributed across the cluster, but there is no master as every node can 
service any request. Each node communicates with each other through the Gossip 
protocol, which exchanges information across the cluster every second. Commit log is 
used on each node to capture write activity. Data durability is assured. 
• Supports replication and multi data center replication: replication strategies are 
configurable. Cassandra is designed as a distributed system, for deployment of large 
numbers of nodes across multiple data centers. Key features of Cassandra’s distributed 
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architecture are specifically tailored for multiple-data center deployment, for 
redundancy, for failover and disaster recovery. 
• Scalable: read and write throughput both increase linearly as new machines are added, 
with no downtime or interruption to applications. 
• Fault-Tolerance: data is automatically replicated to multiple nodes for fault-tolerance. 
Replication across multiple data centers is supported. Failed nodes can be replaced with 
no downtime. 
 Cassandra has its own query language - CQL (Cassandra Query Language). Syntax of 
CQL is close to SQL and language drivers are available for Java (JDBC), C++, Python, 
Node.JS and Go. Example of creating and displaying data in CQL 3.0 is illustrated on the 
image №3: “Example of CQL request”. The output of that request is illustrated in table №2: 
“Result of SQL request”. 
Image №9 — Example of CQL request 
Table №2 — Result of SQL request 
 In the terminology of Cassandra, application works with the Keyspace, which 
corresponds to the concept of database schema in the relational model. In this space, the keys 
id First Last University Faculty
1 John Lennon VUT FIT
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CREATE KEYSPACE KSpace 
    WITH REPLICATION = { 'class' : 'SimpleStrategy', 'replication_factor' : 3 }; 
USE KSpace; 
CREATE COLUMNFAMILY KColumns 
    (id text, First text, Last text, University text, Faculty text, PRIMARY KEY(id)); 
INSERT INTO KColumns (id, First, Last, University, Faculty) VALUES 
    ('1', 'John', ‘Lennon’, ‘VUT’, ‘FIT’); 
may be several families columnar,  which corresponds to the concept of a relational table. In 
turn, the speaker of the family contain a column, which are combined with the in the record. 
The column consists three parts: name a timestamp and the values . The columns within the 
record are ordered. Unlike a relational database, there are no restrictions on what to write into 
a column with the same names as in other recordings. Column family can be of several types, 
but in this article we will omit this detail. 
 Cassandra is a hybrid between a column-oriented database and a key-value database. 
Its data model is a partitioned row store with tunable consistency. Rows are organized into 
tables. The first component of a table's primary key is the partition key. Within a partition, 
rows are clustered by the remaining columns of the key. Other columns may be indexed 
separately from the primary key. Tables may be created, dropped, and altered at run-time 
without blocking updates and queries. Cassandra does not support joins or subqueries. Rather, 
Cassandra emphasizes denormalization through features like collections. 
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3. DATA IN MILITARY ENVIRONMENT 
 Data in military environment are data that comes from sensors. Those data could 
important information about humans, communications, radars, objects positions, signals being 
caught by sensors or other assets. When they are gathered, they are analyzed by specially 
trained units and used in archiving more significant and important results in the electronic 
warfare. Data in military environment can be applied from land, air, sea and space. EW is 
separated into three subdivisions: 
• Electronic attack 
• Electronic protection 
• Electronic support (Electronic support measures) 
 In the scope of this project, the electronic support measures subdivision, will be 
considered. 
3.1. ESM 
 ESM stands for Electronic Support Measures [14]. It describes the subdivision of 
electronic warfare that is responsible for actions taken under control for an operational 
commander to detect, intercept, locate, identify and analyze sources of radiated 
electromagnetic energy and immediately recognize the threat. Basically, these are signals 
caught by sensors. Thus, ESM provides information required for making decisions involving 
targeting, avoidance, and other tactical goals. ESM gathers intelligence through passive 
listening to electromagnetic radiations of military environment. Electronic support measures 
can provide initial detection or knowledge of foreign systems, a library of technical and 
operational data on foreign systems, and tactical combat information. Desirable characteristics 
for electromagnetic surveillance and collection equipment include wide-spectrum or 
bandwidth capability because foreign frequencies are initially unknown, wide dynamic range 
because signal strength is initially unknown, narrow bandpass to discriminate the signal of 
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interest from other electromagnetic radiation on nearby frequencies, and good angle-of arrival 
measurement for bearings to locate the transmitter. 
3.2. IMINT 
 IMINT starts for imagery intelligence [15]. It is one of the major branches of 
intelligence, along with HUMINT and ESM. Originally it was known as PHOTINT 
(photographic intelligence). It is derived from photography, synthetic aperture radar, infrared 
sensors and other forms of imaging technologies. The terminology was changed from 
PHOTINT to IMINT because of the wealth of imagery techniques and sources during the 
1970s. Those images are extremely difficult to interpret even in the most basic sense (for 
example position of the enemy, or building) for the layperson. Thats why specially trained 
imagery technicians are responsible for retrieving information from IMINT. This information 
could be about position of the enemy’s base, tanks, convoys, missiles, aircraft or any other 
information corresponding to the warfare. IMINT information is gathered via satellite and 
aerial photography.  
Image №10 — Example of the IMINT report [15] 
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4. SIMULATOR DESIGN 
 This part will describe the way, in which simulator would be implemented and the 
interface for it. In the scope of the project, I assume that data from sensors are only ESM data. 
ESM data are basically signals, being sent by some transmitter and caught for example by 
some radar or receiver. Those signals have several parameters, like time of capturing, signal 
quality, positions and angle. In simulator data would be as close to real as it is possible, and 
even if they will be slightly different from reality, it will not affect output of this project 
negatively, because as it was described in the introduction, the main purpose of this project is 
to examine working with Big Data technologies, never generate real data. 
  
4.1. SENSOR DATA SIMULATOR 
 Simulator would provide user ability to create platforms, signals those platforms have 
captured and to evaluate those signals. User would be able to update, delete existing signals 
and delete existing platforms from database. Signals would be represented in the application 
as a table populated with rows of signals. For visualization purposes map will be added to the 
application so analytic would have better overview of platform s and signals. Map that will be 
used is described is details in part 4.5 Map of this work. Use-case diagram for all action user 
could user in the application is illustrated on image №11 “Use-case diagram”. 
 For data storage and testing purposes two database would be taken into a count: 
1. PostgreSQL — as a standard implementation of relational database. 
 The structure of the database will be one table for platforms and one table for signals. 
Signals table would have platform’s ID as a foreign key.  
2. Apache Cassandra — NoSQL database with Hadoop. 
 The structure of the database will be the same as in Postgres with a small differences 
that would require Cassandra to work correctly. 
 Design of databases is described in details in part 4.5 of this work. For testing 
purposes user would be able to work with both databases — Postgres and Cassandra. User 
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would have the ability to connect to any Postgres or Cassandra database by providing server 
address on which specific database is running, its port, username and password to connect to 
it. User would be able to work with databases separately, by meaning that actions done in one 
databases won’t affect another one. User would have the ability to pull data from external 
database by providing configuration file with connection information and database structure. 
User also would be able to copy all data stored from one database to another (for example 
from Postgres to Cassandra), so that data from the user’s view would be the same. 
 As an algorithm that will be done to process data, histogram of signals, which in scope 
of this work is called “Signals evaluation” was chosen. By applying it on set of signals, 
analytic would get information about unique signals — those have unique frequency, angle 
and platform it was captured by. Using this information in the real world, analytic would be 
able to determine only informative signals, and no repeating signals would be presented to 
him.  Signals evaluation algorithm is described in details in part 5.4 Evaluation of signals of 
this work. Java will be used as a programming language as it would be able to run on any 
operation system and has several libraries, those provide easy way to work with Cassandra 
and Hadoop. 
Image №11 — Use-case diagram 
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4.2. DATABASE DESIGN 
 Postgres database for storing platforms and signals would be named “esmdb”. 
Database will consist of two tables — platform and signal. Platform’s table fields will be ID 
(bigint, primary key), name(string), position(string) and radius. Signal’s table fields will be 
id(primary key), frequency(bigint), quality(bigint), angle(bigint), date(timestamp) and 
platform(bigint, foreign key that points to platform’s id). Relationship between platform table 
and signal table would be one-to-many (one platform can capture multiple signals). For 
signals evaluation materialized view “evaluated_signal” is created that is refreshed every time 
user will launch signals evaluation on Postgres. That materialized view is described in details 
in part 5 of this work Scripts for creating tables and materialized view are presented in 
Appendix B. Structure of that database is illustrated on image №12 “Database diagram”. 
 Cassandra database has the same structure as in Postgres. But type of platform’s ID is 
UUID (Universal Unique Identifier) due to nature of Cassandra (data is replicated among all 
available nodes and primary key must be unique for every node). There is also no 
materialized view in Cassandra — mainly because for signals evaluation Hadoop is being 
user, and another reason is that current Cassandra version doesn’t support materialized views.  
Image №12 — Database diagram 
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4.3. TOPOLOGY 
 The application would be able to connect to any Postgres with corresponding database 
structure and to any server in Cassandra nodes ring. But for testing purposes the special 
topology was designed in order to run application in pseudo-distributed mode so Cassandra 
and Hadoop could be started event on a single machine. 
 To virtualize nodes Docker will be used. It was chosen because other virtualization 
tools as VirtualBox or VMware uses more resources in comparison with Docker. Docker 
creates containers from images that run inside operation system. Images can be easily created 
from scratch just by installing required software into them and save saving them. Also images 
with pre-installed software could be downloaded over the internet. Image for running Postgres 
database was downloaded from internet. It has CentOS Linux 7.2.1511 and Postgres 9.4 pre-
installed. To create images for servers of Cassandra nodes ring, firstly image with only 
CentOS Linux 7.2.1511 was downloaded. Over that image Cassandra 3.0.5 and Hadoop 2.7.2 
were installed. After both images had all required software installed, they were configured as 
DataNodes and host of the docker engine was set as NameNode. Commands for starting 
containers, Cassandra with Hadoop inside that containers and launching application in 
pseudo-distributed mode are listed in Appendix B. Illustration of the topology is illustrated on 
image №13 “Topology of the system for pseudo-distributed mode”. 
Image №13 — Topology of the system for pseudo-distributed mode 
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4.4. INTERFACE DESIGN 
 Application will be with a simple and ease-to-use GUI (Graphical User Interface). It 
would be implemented using JavaFX framework enables to implement GUI with minimum of 
code required. JavaFX ships with SceneBuilder application that’s helps to create interface 
visually using specially pre-defined blocks. Also, JavaFX uses CSS(Cascade StyleSheets) to 
apply styles to application parts.  
 Application will consist of single window, in center of which 2 tables would be 
represented — one for Postgres database data (left side), one for Cassandra database 
data(right side). Above each of tables there will be set of buttons, using which user would be 
able to do all functions that application supports. 
 Application will include map panel, on which platforms and signals will be displayed. 
By selecting some signals from table and clicking “show on map” button, map will appear 
and only those signals will represented inside it. The map is described in details in part 4.1 of 
this work. 
 The implemented application will be called ESMBD, what is an acronym for 
Electronic Support Measures Big Data.  GUI example of the ESMBD that will be 
implemented later and described in details in part 5.2 Graphical user interface of this work is 
illustrated on image №14 “Design of ESMBD GUI”.    
Image №14 — Design of  ESMBD GUI 
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4.5. MAP 
 For better visualization of the data inside the application special map will be used. It 
will be an application named Geo3D developed by company URC Systems. I’m the part of 
the team that develops that application and integrates into other systems that work in the 
military environment. This thesis doesn’t contain source code of Geo3D as it is company’s 
property and it is used only for better visualization of signals. 
 Geo3D perfectly suits to the needs ESMBD as it supports such functionality as 
creating platforms objects and signals objects on the terrain. It also supports different map 
materials and for ESMDB it is shipped as a standard black map with white borders of 
countries.  Even if Geo3D is written in Java, it’s behavior is unpredictable when launched in 
Linux. So for better performance of the map it should be launched on Windows. Example of 
Geo3D map is illustrated on image №15 “Example of Geo3D map”. 
Image №15 — Example of Geo3D map 
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5. APPLICATION ESMBD 
 This part describes interface and features of the implemented application ESMBD. It 
contains information about how to start the application, create and delete platforms, create 
and delete signals, evaluate signals and display data on the map. This part also includes 
detailed information about how to pull data from remote database and copy data between 
Postgres and Cassandra databases. 
5.1. LAUNCHING THE APPLICATION 
 To start the application that would work only with Postgres database, ESMBD could 
be launched using simple Java execution command on ESMDB.jar file. To start application 
with all features that supports Cassandra database operating and Hadoop, it must be run on 
Hadoop’s NameNode and connected to any node in Cassandra ring. To run in pseudo-
distributed mode, environment should be set up correctly as described in part 4.3 of this work. 
5.2. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 After launching the application user is prompted into the login screen. It is separated 
into 2 parts — one for Postgres (left one), one for Cassandra (right one) database operating as 
illustrated on image №16: “Login screen to connect to databases”. In order to connect to 
Postgres, user must provide address, port, user name and password of the corresponding 
database. To connect to Cassandra, only address of any node in the ring of nodes (Cassandra 
cluster) is required.  
Image №16 — Login screen to connect to databases 
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 User is able to work separately (for example by connecting only to Cassandra 
database), and with both databases in same time and synchronize data between them. Both 
sides inside main window of EMSBD (Postgres and Cassandra) has the same controls for 
managing data, so described below features are applicable to both of them. 
 In order to start generating signals, at least one platform must exist in the database. To 
create a platform, user must select “Create” in the context menu (“Platform” -> “Create”) and 
the dialog will appear for platform data entry, as illustrated on image №17: “Dialog for 
creating a platform”. 
Image №17 — Dialog for creating a platform 
 Every platform must have name, radius of range (in meters) and a position. Position 
must be a MGRS coordinates, which should be provided by typing correct coordinates into 
the corresponding text field, or by picking position on the map as illustrated on image №6: 
“Dialog for pulling data from external database”. To open the map picker, user must click on 
red location icon near the text field. MGRS is a geo-coordinate system and stands for the 
military grid reference system [22]. It is used by NATO to locate points or objects on the 
earth. The MGRS is derived from the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid system and 
the universal polar stereographic (UPS) grid system, but uses a different labeling convention. 
The MGRS is used for the entire earth. An example of an MGRS coordinate, or grid reference 
would be 33UXQ1227238806. 
  Image №18 “Two platforms displayed in Geo3D” illustrates two platforms those are 
stored inside database. Each platform is represented by image of radar, and it’s range is shown 
as a circle around that image. After clicking on the platform, additional information will 
appear on the screen (name, position).  
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Image №18 — Two platforms displayed in Geo3D 
 After at least one platform is created in the database, user is able to generate signals. 
There are two possibilities in ESMBD for doing that. First one is to create signals manually 
and another option is to generate them automatically. In order to create signal manually, user 
must  select “Create manually” in the context menu (“Signal” -> “Create manually”) and the 
dialog will appear for signal data entry, as illustrated on image №19: “Dialog for creating 
signal manually”. When creating manually, user must provide signal’s frequency, quality, 
angle and platform it was caught by. Platform should be selected from combo-box with names 
of previously created platforms. Signal’s capture date shouldn’t be provided, as it is always 
set as a current time when signal is created in the database. 
Image №19 — Dialog for creating signal manually 
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 Another option to create signals is generate them automatically. To execute that 
function, user must  select “Generate automatically” in the context menu (“Signal” -> 
“Generate automatically”) and the dialog will appear to enter number of signals user wants to 
generate, as illustrated on image №20: “Dialog to generate signals automatically”. 
Image №20 — Dialog to generate signals automatically 
 Random signals are generated based on settings stored inside the application. Those 
could be changed by selecting “Settings” in the top context menu (“File” -> “Settings”) and 
the dialog will appear with settings as illustrated on image №20: “Dialog of settings for 
creating signals automatically”. In that dialog, user can change desired range of frequency, 
quality and angle using corresponding sliders for signals those will be generated. When 
random signal is creating, frequency, quality and angle is set as a random number within a 
range of that settings. Platform of the signal is set as a random one from the platforms stored 
currently in the database. Date of signal’s caught is set similarly to manual creating of the 
signal (date is set as a current time).  When user creates signals (manually or automatically) 
they are added to the already existed ones in the database.  
Image №21 — Dialog of settings for creating signals automatically 
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 Image №22: “Databases filled with data” illustrates tables populated with data (left 
part for Postgres database, left one — for Cassandra database). By mouse right-clicking on 
some item in table, table’s context menu opens. Using it, user can delete item from database 
(by choosing “Delete” from table’s context menu), update existing item in database or show 
selected signals on the map. When user selects “Delete”, signals are deleted immediately from 
database and from table. 
Image №22 — Databases filled with data  
 When user updates signal, similar window as illustrated on image №19: “Dialog for 
creating signal manually” opens with pre-populated data from chosen signal. After user saves 
it, data in the row the database of chosen signal is replaced with data user provided in the 
dialog. Changes made for the signal occur in the table immediately.  
 If user selects “Show” from contextual menu of table, selected signals (single of 
multiple) are being displayed in the map as illustrated on image №23: “Evaluated signals 
displayed in Geo3D”. Every signal is represented as a blue ray emanating from platform that 
caught that signal. The range of the signal is determined by the range radius of the platform 
the signal has caught. By hovering mouse over signal, additional information about in is 
displayed on the map (Capturing date, angle, frequency, quality). 
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Image №23 — Evaluated signals displayed in Geo3D 
 Angle of the signal for displaying in the map is determined by using standard degrees 
circle. Image №24: “Angles of signals for representation in Geo3D” illustrates angles of the 
signals for the platform “Radar Prague” displayed in the image №23 “Evaluated signals 
displayed in Geo3D”. There are 5 signals for that platform and their angles are 323º, 323º, 
323º, 323º and 323º — similar angles are displayed in the circle on image №24. 
Image №24 — Angles of signals for representation in Geo3D 
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 Application ESMBD supports several other features those could be selected and 
executed from the contextual menu for every database (Postgres and Cassandra): 
• Delete all platforms (“Platform -> “Clear all”). Removes all platforms from database. 
Because platform’s ID is a foreign key in signals table, all signals are also being removed 
from the database.   
• Refresh signals table (“Signal”->”Refresh”). Deletes all signals from table (not database) 
and populates it again with signals stored in the database. 
• Evaluation of signals (“Processing”->”Evaluated”). Executes evaluation algorithm on all 
data stored in the database and opens new window with table populated with evaluated 
signals. This process will be described in details later, in the part 5.4 Evaluation if signals of 
this thesis. 
• Clone data from remote (“Clone”->”Clone from remote”). Populates database and table 
with data from external database. This process deletes all data currently stored in the 
database. This process will be described in details later, in the part 5.3 Pulling from external 
database of this thesis. 
• Copy data between Postgres and Cassandra. (“Clone”->”Clone to Cassandra” for Postgres, 
“Clone”->”Clone to Postgres” for Cassandra). Copies all data from chosen database to other 
one. Removes all data currently stored in other database. 
• Disconnection from the current database (“Disconnect”->”Disconnect from current 
database”). Disconnects user from the database he is currently connected to. Prompts user 
to the login window as illustrated on image image № 16: Login screen to connect to 
databases. 
• Information about the application (“File”->”About” ). Displays the information about 
application ESMBD. 
 To exit the application user can use Operation System’s standard option (Cross on top 
of the window) or by choosing “File”->”Exit” from the top contextual menu. 
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5.4. PULLING DATA FROM EXTERNAL DATABASE 
 Application ESMBD enables user to pull data from external database. For using this 
feature, user must select “Clone from remote” in the context menu (“Clone” -> “clone from 
remote”) and new dialog with settings for pulling will be opened as illustrated on image №25: 
“Dialog for pulling data from external database”. 
Image №25 — Dialog for pulling data from the external database 
 User must know user name and password to access the database pulling from and 
information about schema name, tables names and types of data in columns of that tables for 
correct mapping of that data with internal database. User name and password should be 
provided using corresponding fields inside the dialog. Other data as described before must be 
provided with the specially formatted configuration file, which must be chosen by file picker, 
by clicking on “Open configurations” button. 
 Configuration file must contain information about external database defined by special 
tags.  Table №3 “Tags used in the configuration file” contains information about data those 
must be described with specific tags. Column names in configuration file also must contain 
information about mapping with internal database in format as follows: “(Internal column 
name)->(External column name)@<Datatype in external database>”. Example of 
configuration file is provided on the image №26 “Example of configuration file for pulling 
data from the external database”. After pulling, all existing data will be deleted from the 
internal database and replaced by new from external source. Feature doesn’t use Persistence, 
but simple queries and mapping results to objects afterwards, so user not enabled to make 
changes to data on the external source.   
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Table №3 — Tags used in the configuration file 
Image №26 — Example of configuration file for pulling data from the external database 
  
 Feature that allows user to pull data from external database provides possibility to 
analyze ESM data obtained by remote radars internally and provide required and crucial 
information about signals without interrupting with external data.  
Tag Description Example
<adp> <Server address>:<port> 172.17.0.5:5432
<dba> Schema name esmdb
<plt> Platforms table name platform
<pla> Platform column position->platform_position@string
<sit> Signal table name signal
<sig> Signal column frequency->frequency_signal@long
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<adp>172.17.0.5:5432 
<dba>emsdb 
<plt>platform 
<pla>id->id@long 
<pla>name->platform_name@string 
<pla>position->platform_position@string 
<pla>radius->range@long 
<sit>signal 
<sig>id->id@long 
<sig>frequency->frequency_signal@long 
<sig>quality->qual@long 
<sig>angle->angle_caught@long 
<sig>date->date@date 
<sig>platform->platformId@long
5.5. EVALUATION OF SIGNALS 
 As was described in part 4 Simulator design of this work, main part of the application 
ESMBD is the ability to evaluate signals. Evaluated signals are signals that have unique 
platform it was captured by, frequency and angle. They have additional information like 
amount of frequencies (describes amount of signals, those are not unique), sum of qualities 
and average quality (sum of qualities divided by amount of frequencies). 
 While using Postgres database to compute evaluated signal, materialized view 
“evaluated_signal” is being refreshed every time user executes this algorithm. For testing 
purposes, the stopwatch starts before refreshing and stops just after refresh is complete. No 
fetching data from database and populating table takes part in the process of computing 
evaluation time. The result of signals evaluation is illustrated on the image №27 “Postgres 
table filled with evaluated signals”. 
 Under table with evaluated signals there is a time of evaluating, using which, speed of 
evaluating using Postgres against Cassandra was compared. Test results are described in 
details in part 6 Test of this work. 
Image №27 — Postgres table filled with evaluated signals 
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 Above the table there is total number of evaluated signals (green label) and number of 
crucial signals (red label). Crucial signal is a signal that has the highest average quality among 
other evaluated signals with the same frequency, angle and those were captured by the same 
platform. If several signals are obtained by running algorithm, the crucial signal is the one, 
which capturing time is most actual. Information about crucial signals can help analytics to 
determine signals those are most important because they have the highest average quality with 
the current angle and most probably the signals actually was send on that angle. Crucial 
signals are indicated with an aim image in the table (column “Crucial”).  
 User can observe evaluated and crucial signals on the map. To do that, user must select 
evaluated signals he is interested in, and from the table’s context menu select “Show”. The 
map will appear with platform, evaluated signals and crucial signals displayed in it as 
illustrated on the image №28 “Evaluated and crucial signals displayed in Geo3D”. Evaluated 
signals have blue color, crucial signals have red color. By hovering the mouse over the signal, 
information about it will be displayed on the map. 
 To view only crucial signals on the map user must click “Show crucial signals on the 
map” button above the evaluated signals table. Map with appear with platform and crucial 
signals from the table, those are displayed in the red color as illustrated on the image №28 
“Only crucial signals displayed in Geo3D”. 
Image №28 — Evaluated and crucial signals displayed in Geo3D 
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Image №29 — Only crucial signals displayed in Geo3D 
  
 While using Cassandra database to compute evaluated signal, Hadoop and it’s 
MapReduce algorithm is being used to compute the results. Before launching the algorithm, 
data from table for evaluated signals are delete from Cassandra database and data from the 
signals table are fetched and written to the file in a specific format. Every field of the signal is 
separated with a symbol “@“. Every signal is written on the new line in the file. For example, 
for data set from the image №30 “Part of data for evaluating using Hadoop”, the file’s content 
is illustrated on the image №31 “Part of data written to file in HDFS”. First three number 
separated by “@” are frequency, quality and angle of the signal, next value is the that of 
capturing the signal in milliseconds and the last value is the UUID of the platform that 
captured the signal from Cassandra’s platform keyspace. 
 
Image №30 — Part of data for evaluating using Hadoop 
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Image №31 — Part of data written to file in HDFS 
 When writing to the file is complete, file is being copied into the HDFS. After file is 
stored in the HDFS, standard MapReduce job is started. During execution of the algorithm, 
data are fetched from the file and split across all Datanodes available in the cluster. Every 
DataNode computes it’s results with portion of data, returns them to the Namenode and the 
process starts again while all signals will not be evaluated. After execution, file is deleted 
from the HDFS and results are stored in the Cassandra database evaluated signals table. This 
algorithm produces the same results as if using Postgres for evaluating signals while data are 
the same. 
 The result of evaluating signals on Cassandra is illustrated on the image №32: 
“Cassandra table filled with evaluated signals”. This window has equal functionality as the 
one for Postgres evaluated signals window. 
Image №32 — Cassandra table filled with evaluated signals 
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66@21@100@1477037277659@3751aa30-2008-11e6-b67b-9e71128cae77 
60@57@133@1477037277688@3751aa30-2008-11e6-b67b-9e71128cae77 
98@10@178@1477037277704@3751aa30-2008-11e6-b67b-9e71128cae77 
88@60@134@1477037277712@3751aa30-2008-11e6-b67b-9e71128cae77 
54@38@141@1477037277729@3751aa30-2008-11e6-b67b-9e71128cae77
6. TESTING 
 One of the objective of this thesis is to approve, that using BigData technologies could 
bring more efficient way to store big amounts of data and manipulate with them then 
relational databases, those are used nowadays in systems that are operating with ESM data. In 
the scope of this work only one algorithm is used — to compute crucial signals over ESM 
data. After launching it on some data, window appears with the table populated with 
computed signals and time that took to execute algorithm on the bottom of the window (as 
described in chapter 5.5 Evaluation of signals of this work). That time was used to determine 
speed of the algorithm execution for Postgres and Cassandra database. Tests were conducted 
on single machine in a pseudo-distributed mode using docker for virtualization. 
 Configuration of the system on which the tests were conducted: 
• Hardware 
- Processor: Intel Core i5, 2.60 GHz  
- RAM: 8.00 GB 
- Storage: 250 GB HDD 
• Software 
- Docker host: CentOS Linux release 7.2.1511 (Core).                                              
Hadoop version 2.7.2. JRE version 1.8.0_77. 
- 2 docker containers for Cassandra with Hadoop — 1 seed, 1 slave.                            
Both containers have same configuration: CentOS Linux release 7.2.1511 (Core).                        
Hadoop version 2.7.2. Cassandra version 3.0.5. JRE version 1.8.0_77. 
- 1 docker container for Postgres. CentOS Linux release 7.2.1511 (Core).               
Postgres version 9.4. JRE version 1.8.0_77. 
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6.1. SIGNALS EVALUATION SPEED  
 When running algorithm on Postgres database, stopwatch starts just before reading 
data from materialized view that holds evaluated signals and stops just right after that – no 
other actions are taking into account. When using Cassandra database - it is more 
complicated. As was described in part 5.4 Evaluation of signals, Hadoop starts it’s 
MapReduce job when all signals are stored into HDFS as a file with specific symbols. So, 
computing time of evaluation for Cassandra takes into account only time of MapReduce work 
(no saving data to file time and no file deleting time).  
 The speed of signals evaluation in Postgres is much faster then it is done in Cassandra 
using Hadoop because for computing in Postgres, materialized view (conception of which is 
fast data refreshing) is used, and is being refreshed when signals have to be evaluated, what 
was taken into account during the testing and analysis. Because evaluation in Cassandra is 
processed in parallel on several nodes, this process takes more time, respectively in 
comparison with the method that is used to Postgres. 
 Several data sets were chosen for testing: 100, 1000, 10 000, 100 000, 500 000 and     
1 000 000 rows of signal in table. Testing was conducted in such way, that for every set, in 
every databases (Postgres and Cassandra) separately, signals evaluation time was computed 5 
times in a row. Then, the average value was derived from those measurements. The ratio 
between the average values of computing time of both databases was derived with the aim to 
demonstrate that with the increase of volume of data to be processed, the time difference to 
compute evaluated signals between Postgres and Cassandra decreases. 
 On the basis of the obtained ratio for better visual demonstration, the graph was 
constructed as illustrated on image №33 Chart of ratio depending on amount of data. X axis 
of that graph represents volume of data, Y axis show the ratio. In this graph we can see that 
the curve of the ratio decreases in arithmetic progression with an increase of amount of data. 
All testing results are presented in Appendix A. However, from these data we can see that the 
ratio is almost identical when for 500 000 and 1 000 000 rows of data. This result could be 
determined with configuration of the system on which test were conducted. In configuration 
there are only 2 Hadoop Datanodes which work in pseudo-distributed mode inside virtual 
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container, what means that they have limited resources which they share with the host 
machine. With increasing of data rows those should be processed, number of slices during 
Map step of the MapReduce algorithm that should be done to cover all of the data increases, 
but number of nodes are still only 2. Due to these factors, the time of the processing increases. 
This means, that while program would be run in normal distributed mode inside a cluster with 
more datanodes, Cassandra with Hadoop could show more productive results and the ratio 
would decrease. 
 Image №33 — Chart of ratio depending on amount of data 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 As a result of this work, the application ESMBD was created. This application allows 
users (which may be ESM data analytics) to create radars in certain positions in terrain and 
generated signals captured by those radars. For a visual representation of the data, application 
can display sensors and signals on the map. 
 Application ESMBD allows user to get the histogram of signals (signals evaluation), 
and the time the computing is shown to the user (for Postgres and Cassandra separately). The 
application can work with two databases Postgres and Casandra (using Hadoop), either 
simultaneously or separately. Signals can by created by user manually or generated 
automatically, by using configurable settings. ESMBD allows user to pull data from any 
Postgres database of ESM data using special configuration file. The user has the ability to 
copy data between Cassandra and Postgres databases. 
 Before creating application ESMDB, core technologies and approaches, those are used 
nowadays in electronic warfare systems were studied. Also, BigData principles and 
technologies were examined. Postgres was chosen as a most common and open source 
relational database. Cassandra is used as a NoSQL database. Next step was to describe all 
function that such application must have. After that, graphical user interface was designed. On 
this basis, structure of database was designed. Special topology was designed for application 
to work in a pseudo-distributed mode, which allows virtualization of servers with Cassandra 
and Hadoop and running ESMBD on single machine. Thereafter, the application was 
implemented in Java programming language. 
 To evaluate application performance and ensure the achievement of the objectives of 
this thesis, testing was conducted of processing time of obtaining histogram of the signals on 
Postgres and by using Cassandra with Hadoop. The testing demonstrated, that with bigger 
amount of data, ration between speed of data processing decreased. That indicates the 
effectivity of using BigData technologies while processing huge amounts of data from the 
selected area. 
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7.1. EXPANSION POSSIBILITIES 
 In order to obtain more conclusive data that BigData technology can replace the 
classical approach, the application could be tested in normal, not pseudo-distributed mode 
(while working with Cassandra and Hadoop, it is connected to a cluster with several servers). 
Also, more properties to the signal can be added in order to ESM data to match those in the 
real-world electronic warfare. 
 Another improvement might be adding more algorithms for signal processing, such as 
triangulation or trilateration to obtain the exact position of the transmitter, as well as adding 
possibility to work with other data then only ESM — IMINT, HUMINT or other. 
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APPENDIX A 
Table №4 — Evaluation time and ratio for 100 signals
Table №5 — Evaluation time and ratio for 1000 signals
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 25 7226
2 27 8332
3 23 8203
4 31 7292
5 24 6296
Average time: 26 7669
Ratio: 294
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 49 9171
2 46 8383
3 51 9169
4 43 10 169
5 49 9188
Average time: 48 9216
Ratio: 192
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 Table №6 — Evaluation time and ratio for 10 000 signals
Table №7 — Evaluation time and ratio for 100 000 signals
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 109 18 164
2 103 18 353
3 95 17 201
4 91 18 426
5 116 18 206
Average time: 103 18 070
Ratio: 175
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 159 33 222
2 193 34 204
3 154 33 403
4 159 33 242
5 181 39 476
Average time: 167 28 061
Ratio: 169
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Table №8 — Evaluation time and ratio for 500 000 signals
Table №9 — Evaluation time and ratio for 1 000 000 signals base
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 351 53 371
2 304 51 753
3 311 52 915
4 385 52 314
5 357 52 761
Average time: 342 52 423
Ratio: 153
# Postgres (ms) Cassandra (ms)
1 686 97 615
2 598 96 081
3 603 97 653
4 611 98 113
5 663 96 705
Average time: 632 97 233
Ratio: 154
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APPENDIX B 
• Create platform table
create table platform (id BIGSERIAL PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, name character 
varying(255) not null, position character varying(255) not null, radius bigint not null); 
• Create signal table
create table signal (id BIGSERIAL PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, frequency bigint NOT NULL, 
quality bigint not null, angle bigint, date timestamp with time zone not null, platform 
bigint NOT NULL REFERENCES platform(id) MATCH SIMPLE ON UPDATE CASCADE ON 
DELETE CASCADE);
• Create evaluated signal materialized view
create materialized view evaluated_signal as select count(*) as sum, sum(quality) as 
qualitySum, avg(quality) as qualityAvg, platform, frequency, angle from signal group 
by platform, frequency, angle;
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APPENDIX C 
• Start Cassandra node (Seed)
docker run -i -t -d —name cass2 xboych00/hassandra:main1.1 /bin/bash
• Start Cassandra node (slave)
docker run -i -t -d —name cass2 xboych00/hassandra:slave1.1 /bin/bash
• Start Hadoop. Should be executed on NameNode
start-dfs.sh
start-yarn.sh
• Start Cassandra. Should be execute as root inside container (by SSH for example)
cassandra start
• Get Hadoop status. Should be executed on NameNode
hdfs dfsadmin -report
• Get Cassandra ring status
docker run -it   --rm --net  container:cass1 xboych00/hassandra:main nodetool status 
• Start ESMBD in pseudo-distributed mode
hadoop jar <path_to_folder_with_ESMBD_jar>.jar  (hadoop jar /home/ESMBD.jar)
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APPENDIX D 
CD/DVD contents:
• Technical documentation
• Source code
• Application (jar file with libraries)
• Docker container (CentOS for seed node in Cassandra ring, with Cassandra and Hadoop 
installed, could be configured to work as a slave node)
• Scripts for launching the application
• Standard maps
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